
POPULARITY IS FAILUREPOPULARITY IS FAILURE
"But that's what everyone wants!" -- For too long, humanity has been
ruled by popular opinion. Most people are gawking fools who desire the
lowest common denominator in any situation. You see them in offices,
doing menial tasks that must have been invented for them because they
can do nothing else. In every election they vote some smirking,
condescending mall-culture moron into office. At stores, they agitate for
dumber cheaper products to replace quality. They murdered culture
because they didn't understand it. They demanded pluralism so no one
could criticize their inane "lifestyle choices." We are the consequence: a
separate culture within that rejects the illusory world of "what everyone
wants." We will hack your networks, reprogram your philosophy and
decode your values. We are a civilization where truth is more important
than popularity. You are a failed past. We are the future.
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